Background: Acoustic-tag studies with their high to very high detection rates defy traditional statistical wisdom regarding analysis of tagging studies. Conventional wisdom has been to use a parsimonious model with the fewest parameters that adequately describes the data to estimate survival parameters in release-recapture studies in order to find a reasonable trade-off between precision and accuracy. This quest has generated considerable debate in the statistical community on how to best accomplish this task. Among the debated options are likelihood ratio tests, Bayesian information criterion, Akaike information criterion, and model averaging. Results: Our Monte Carlo simulation studies of paired release-recapture, acoustic-tag investigations indicate precision is the same if a fully parameterized or a reduced parameter model is used for data analysis if detection probabilities are very high. In addition, the fully parameterized model is robust to heterogeneous survival and detection processes, while a reduced parameter model may be sensitive to misspecification. Conclusions: Use fully parameterized, paired release-recapture models when detection probabilities are very high (≥0.90) to analyze acoustic-tagging data in order to retain both robustness and precision, and without the subjectivity and ambiguity introduced by the choice and application of model selection techniques.
Background
In just the last two decades, fish tagging studies have seen major advances with the advent of satellite tags [1] , biotelemetry tags [2] , radio tags [3] , and acoustic tags [4] . These active-tag technologies have improved the realism, accuracy, and precision of tagging studies and changed the ways tagging studies are analyzed [5, 6] . In particular, the often high detection probabilities and detailed event data with active-tag technologies both enable and demand new data analysis methods, including such approaches as individual-based models [7] , multistate models [8] [9] [10] , and random-walk [11] models. These methods often use a large number of parameters to differentiate biological processes such as survival and movement from the detection process in order to provide absolute measures of biological parameters.
A general statistical principle is that there is a tradeoff between the number of parameters estimated from a fixed set of data and the precision of the parameter estimates: the fewer parameters to be estimated, the more precise the estimates will be. This has been an important concept underlying analysis of fish tagging studies using traditional passive-tag technologies, as their typically low detection probabilities affect not only sampling precision but also estimability of parameters and model differentiation. In the landmark 1987 publication on the design and analysis of paired release-recapture studies to estimate fish survival, Burnham and colleagues [12] , pp. 287-288 advocated parsimonious model selection as a means to improve sampling precision of fish tagging studies. Paired release-recapture studies are used to estimate fish survival between release locations, and have been used to estimate such measures as turbine passage mortality [13] and project passage survival at hydroprojects [14] . The principle of parsimony implies that, among models that satisfactorily fit the data, the model with the fewest parameters is preferred. Model parsimony has been seen as a means to counter low precision as a consequence of small sample sizes and low detection probabilities. Initially, likelihood ratio tests [15] , then the Akaike information criterion [16, 17] , and, most recently, model averaging [17] have been recommended to find the best descriptions of tagging data.
The trade-off between the number of parameters and sampling precision translates into a trade-off between robustness of the estimation process and sampling precision. A wrongly identified and oversimplified model may introduce estimation bias in attempts to improve sampling precision, while an overparameterized model may have adequate accuracy but low sampling precision. Thus, the traditional search for parsimony raises the risk of model misspecification and bias. While these may be necessary risks in the case of low detection probabilities and sparse data, the case may be very different with the high detection probabilities available with new tag technologies.
In this paper, we review the trade-offs between precision and robustness of survival estimates in acoustic-tag investigations with typically high detection probabilities. We performed Monte Carlo simulations based on paired release-recapture investigations [12] . We examined survival estimates when downstream survival and detection probabilities are both correctly and incorrectly modeled.
Results

Simulations under H o : homogeneous downstream parameters
Our simulation studies indicated that a paired-release estimate of survival S 0 was positively biased when the detection probabilities (P) were ≤0.30 and release sizes were as high as R 1 = R 2 = 1,000. This small sample bias results both from the fact that the maximum likelihood estimates of reach survival are only asymptotically unbiased [18] , and from the fact that the estimate of S 0 is a ratio of random variables, which introduces an additional bias term of the form
based on a third-term Taylor series expansion [19] . Bias tended to increase as the release-recapture model became more parameterized at low detection probabilities (Table 1a) . This bias coincided with the inability to find the maximum likelihood estimates for one or more of the eight alternative likelihood models under the null hypothesis (H o ) of downstream homogeneity of survival and detection processes (Table 1a) . When model convergence was not an issue, neither was estimation bias. The simulation studies also indicated the estimates for the standard errors of Ŝ 0 À that is; Var b ðŜ 0 jS 0 Þ Á were also unbiased as long as model convergence was not a problem (that is, P ≥ 0.4) ( Table 1a versus Table 1c ). When biased, the standard error from the inverse Hessian matrix tends to be overestimated, producing conservative (in other words, too wide) interval estimates.
At very high detection probabilities and release sizes R 1 = R 2 = 1,000, the standard errors had the same or nearly the same value across the eight alternative, paired release-recapture models under H o (see Table 1b , P ≥ 0.90). This suggested little or no precision advantages in using a parsimonious likelihood model under these circumstances. Precision gains from using valid models with reduced parameterization were the greatest when detection probabilities were the lowest (0.1 ≤ P ≤ 0.3) and where model convergence for some of the models became problematic (Table 1) . For detection probabilities 0.4 ≤ P ≤ 0.7, precision gains occurred only from the use of the simplest models (for example, M 6 and M 7 ).
Additional simulations were performed when release sizes were R 1 = R 2 = 250 or 500 for a k = 2-or 4-period study ( Table 2) . Results were similar, with little or no precision gain when detection probabilities were ≥0.90. At release sizes R 1 = R 2 = 250, precision gains became evident when detection probabilities were ≤0.80. For smaller, qualitative, paired release-recapture investigations, model parsimony may improve precision at the expense of robustness. Investigators should evaluate the properties of survival estimates when conducting studies outside of the range of simulations illustrated in this paper.
In general, our simulation results in the case of homogeneous downstream parameters indicate high detection probabilities (that is, P ≥ 0.90) negated the potential precision advantages of finding a parsimonious paired release-recapture model. The fully parameterized model had the same precision as simplified models with fewer estimated parameters.
Simulations under H a : heterogeneous downstream parameters
The previous section demonstrated that there were no precision gains from using a reduced paired releaserecapture model when detection probabilities are very high (that is, ≥0.90), and downstream survival and detection processes are homogeneous. In this section, we examine the consequences on estimation bias of employing a reduced model when heterogeneity in survival or detection processes is misspecified.
S 12 ≠ S 22
In this set of simulations, the first shared reach below the paired releases had survival parameters that differed between release groups (see Figure 1 , S 12 ≠ S 22 ). All other model parameters were homogeneous across release groups. In this situation, the full model M Full and models M 2 to M 5 were valid, but models M 6 and M 7 were invalid representations of the release-recapture data. When the upstream release R 1 had a higher survival value in S 12 than the downstream release R 2 had in S 22 , the estimate of survival from the paired release (equation (1)) was positively biased (Table 3) for the inappropriate models M 6 and M 7 . The other models which did not assume homogeneity of this survival parameter remained unbiased. Levels of bias ranged from approximately 0.0009 to 0.0049 when survival differences |S 12 -S 22 | ranged from 0.02 to 0.05. Alternatively, when S 22 had a higher survival value than S 12 , the estimate of survival from the paired release (equation (1)) was negatively biased for models M 6 and M 7 ; the other models which did not assume homogeneity of S 12 = S 22 remained unbiased (Table 3) .
Under both circumstances of S 12 > S 22 and S 12 < S 22 , the precision of the models over the range of detection probabilities simulated (that is, 0.90 ≤ P ≤ 0.95) was unaffected by the degree of parameter reduction of the release-recapture model ( Table 3 ). The results of our simulations suggest the paired release-recapture model was not robust to model violations concerning S 12 ≠ S 22 , and there were no precision gains when a parsimonious model was used and detection probabilities were high. On the other hand, the fully parameterized model retained both the properties of robustness and precision, and should be used in the analyses of acoustic-tag survival studies in these circumstances.
S 13 ≠ S 23
When heterogeneity in the reach survival probabilities was simulated two reaches below the paired-release locations (that is, S 13 ≠ S 23 ), there was no effect on the estimation of S 0 (Table 4) . Despite a difference of as much as |S 13 -S 23 | = 0.05, there was no effect on the unbiasedness of Ŝ 0 , even though models M 4 to M 7 had assumption violations (Table 4) . Precision was also unaffected, with all eight models having essentially the same SE b ðŜ 0 jS 0 Þ regardless of model violations or degree of parameter reduction. This result is a consequence of only consecutive reach survival estimates being (negatively) correlated in release-recapture investigations [18] . More than two reaches apart, survival estimates are uncorrelated. In addition, the correlation decreases as the capture probabilities increase [18] .
In the last period of a release-recapture study, the survival and detection probabilities are not separately estimable; only their product Sp = λ is estimable. Simulations in the case of a k = 4-period, paired release-recapture study where λ 1 ≠ λ 2 showed no bias in the estimation of S 0 despite models M 2 to M 7 having assumption violations. Again, precision was constant for Ŝ 0 across the eight alternative models when detection probabilities were high (Table 5) .
Setting detection probabilities across release groups different at the first downstream detection array (Figure 1 , (Table 6 ). Heterogeneity in detection probabilities further downriver that were improperly modeled had no effect on the survival estimate of S 0 from the paired release-recapture study.
Discussion
High detection probabilities are common in acoustic-tag studies as long as the ambient environment is relatively quiet. Exceptions occur, for example, in the tailrace environments of dams or riffle zones of streams or rivers where air bubbles can interfere with sound propagation.
Other exceptions include noisy environments associated with construction, boat traffic, and mechanical operations (for example, turbines).
In a large industrial river reach such as the ColumbiaSnake River, detection probabilities are typically very high. For example, during spring and summer acoustictag survival studies in 2012, 26 different cross-river arrays were used with 3 to 8 hydrophones per array [20, 21] . River discharge ranged from 150 to 420 kcfs over river widths of 300 to 900 m. In one case, the estimated detection probability was as low as 0.90. In 94% of the cases, detection probabilities were ≥0.99, and in 59% of the cases, detection probabilities were estimated to be 1.0. At dense three-dimensional acoustic arrays at the faces of dams, P = 1.0.
In smaller rivers such as the San Joaquin River, Buchanan and colleagues [10] observed detection probabilities between 0.9 and 1.0 more than 90% of the time from detection arrays with as few as 1 to 4 hydrophones at river cross-sections less than 100 m. River discharges were in the range of 5 to 12 kcfs. Perry and colleagues [9] observed similar performance in the Sacramento River.
High detection probabilities not only simplify the statistical analysis of tagging studies but also permit smaller sample sizes for comparable precision. Skalski and colleagues [22] found sample sizes could be reduced by two orders of magnitude when performing release-recapture investigations using acoustic tags versus passive integrated transponder (PIT) tags in the Columbia River. Not only is study cost potentially reduced, but studies of threatened or endangered species become more feasible when the risk of take is substantially reduced.
Conclusions
Since the publication of Burnham and colleagues in 1987 [12] , investigators have been encouraged to find a satisfactory model with the fewest number of parameters in paired-release investigations in order to improve sampling precision. Our Monte Carlo simulation studies using detection probabilities commonly encountered in Figure 1 Schematic of paired release-recapture study. Schematic of the paired release-recapture design simulated under the null hypothesis of homogeneity with associated release sizes (R), survival (S), detection (P), and the joint probability of survival and detection in the last reach (λ). Detection probabilities P 11 = P 12 = . . . = P 14 = P 24 were varied at values of 0.10, 0.20, . . ., 0.90, 0.95, and 0.98.
acoustic-tag studies found little or no precision gains from selecting simpler yet valid models in describing paired-release investigations. Furthermore, reducedparameter models for paired-release designs were found not to be robust to violations of the assumptions of homogeneous downstream survival or detection parameters in reaches immediately below the paired release. Heterogeneity in survival or detection probabilities in reaches two or more below the paired release had no effect on the unbiasedness of S 0 or its precision. Therefore, fully parameterized models are recommended in analyzing paired release-recapture, acoustic-tag studies with high detection probabilities (≥0.90) in order to retain both the properties of robustness and precision. Investigators should confirm these results when their studies are expected to be outside the range of simulations performed for this paper. Furthermore, it is generally good practice to perform preliminary ranging studies in the field to confirm anticipated detection rates.
Model selection should be reserved only for those instances where target precision was not achieved with the full model. The use of the fully parameterized model also eliminates the debate over the most appropriate model selection or model averaging techniques [17] , thus removing a potential source of subjectivity and discrepancy among analysts, because there is only one fully parameterized model for everyone. Consequently, analyses are easily reproducible and consistent among analysts. The properties of consistency, objectivity, robustness, and precision are important when performing tagging studies that may influence resource management decisions.
Our findings pertain to paired release-recapture studies, which inherently involve model selection. Model selection is generally not an issue in standard single release-recapture studies [17] . Rarely are investigators interested in equating downstream reach survivals or detection probabilities across different locations or time periods. Nevertheless, high detection probabilities benefit these single release-recapture investigations in manners other than simply improving sampling precision. As mentioned previously, consecutive reach survivals from a release-recapture study are negatively correlated. Stochastic errors in the estimation of survival in one reach are compensated by estimation error in the opposite direction in the next reach. Patterns of overly high estimates preceding or following overly low estimates of survival can complicate biological interpretation of release-recapture results. To illustrate this point, we calculated the expected correlation between consecutive reach survival estimates in a single release-recapture investigation with two estimable reaches using the variance and covariance formula found in Cormack [18] . At Results of simulation studies of a paired release-recapture design ( Figure 1 ) when all survival and detection parameters are homogeneous across release groups except S 12 ≠ S 22 . In this case, models M Full , and M 2 to M 5 are valid, but models M 6 and M 7 are invalid. Detection probabilities were simulated at either P = 0.90 or P = 0.95 at all locations.
low-to-moderate detection probabilities (that is, 0.10 ≤ P ≤ 0.50), there is a strong inverse correlation that is; −0:60 < CorrŜ 1 ;Ŝ 2 À Á < −0:50 À Á when reach survivals are as high as 0.93. However, at the high detection probabilities encountered with acoustic tags, the consecutive survival estimates from this single release-recapture investigation are nearly uncorrelated (Figure 2 ). The result is precise, uncorrelated survival estimates that are less prone to misinterpretation. Such properties of survival estimates are important if resource management decisions using such data are to be correctly informed.
Our simulation findings here relate to considerations of model selection and estimation for paired-release designs in a unidirectional linear migration scenario. For cases where fish have a choice of migration pathways or migration timing (for example, overwintering or delayed migration), the situation may grow more complicated as the full analysis model becomes more complex. In these cases, there may still be bias in parameter estimates even with high detection probabilities if the data are sparse relative to the complexity of the model. For example, the multi-state models of Buchanan and colleagues [10] and Perry and colleagues [9] incorporate multiple dynamically assigned states (that is, migration routes), any of which may have few detections and thus may be subject to either inestimability or bias. The complexity of the analysis model in these cases may need to be reduced to better mirror the structure of the observed data. This type of model simplification is expected to both improve estimability and reduce bias caused by sparse data, and should not be confused with the issue of model selection from a paired-release design. The use of a paired-release design in these complex migration studies would face the same issue of model selection. Although such a scenario was not examined here, it is likely that similar conclusions apply, with an increased risk of bias under inappropriate homogeneity assumptions in return for little or no improvement in sampling precision. The interplay between the paired-release homogeneity assumptions and the inherent complexity and potential inestimability of a multistate model is not well understood, but can be assumed to be controlled partly by having an adequate sample size.
Methods
We used Monte Carlo simulation studies to simulate paired release-recapture investigations under a variety of conditions to assess robustness and precision of tagging Results of simulation studies of a paired release-recapture design ( Figure 1 ) when all survival and detection parameters are homogeneous across release groups except S 13 ≠ S 23 . In this case, models M 4 to M 7 are invalid. Detection probabilities were simulated at either P = 0.90 or 0.95 at all locations.
models. Initially, release sizes used in the simulations were set at R 1 = R 2 = 1,000 tags per release location. This sample size is reminiscent of release sizes of 1,000 ≤ R 1 = R 2 ≤ 3,000 currently used to assess dam passage survival at federally operated dams in the Columbia/Snake River Basin [22] . A reduced set of simulations were also performed at R 1 = R 2 = 250 and 500, reminiscent of survival studies conducted at dams operated by public utilities in the MidColumbia River [23] . Detection probabilities (P) were initially examined over the range 0.10, 0.20, . . ., 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.98. This range included detection probabilities (for example, 0.10, . . ., 0.50) much lower than typically encountered in acoustic-tag studies but were used to assess extreme conditions. Subsequent simulations were performed with detection probabilities more commonly encountered in acoustic-tag studies (that is, >0.90).
Paired-release design
We simulated a paired-release design with four downstream reaches (Figure 1 ). The objective of the study was to estimate survival in the first reach bracketed by the two release groups:
The study design included four reaches, allowing estimation of six survival parameters (S ij ), six detection probabilities (P ij ), and two λ parameters in the full model ( Figure 1 ). The focus of the simulations is on the precision and accuracy of the survival estimate Ŝ 0 .
We first simulated data under the null assumption of downstream homogeneity of survival and detection probabilities between the two release groups (H 0 ). Precision and unbiasedness of the S 0 estimate were examined for a set of eight alternative likelihood models under the null case (described below). Additional simulations were Table 6 Simulation results under heterogeneity, P 11 ≠ P 21 Results of simulation studies of a paired release-recapture design (Figure 1 ) when all survival and detection parameters are homogeneous across all release groups except P 11 ≠ P 21 . In this case, only model M 7 is invalid. Detection probabilities were set at P = 0.95 at other locations. Results of simulation studies of a paired release-recapture design ( Figure 1 ) when all survival and detection parameters are homogeneous across all release groups except λ 1 ≠ λ 2 . In this case, models M 2 to M 7 are invalid. Detection probabilities were simulated at either P = 0.90 or 0.95 at all locations.
then performed to assess the sensitivity of the estimate of S 0 when the model assumptions were violated -in other words, to determine the presence and extent of estimation bias when the likelihood model incorrectly assumed homogeneity. For each case, the survival probabilities in the first reaches after release were simulated at S 11 = 0.93 2 and S 21 = 0.93, thereby producing a survival value of S 0 = 0.93 in expectation (equation (1)). Unless otherwise specified (for example, in a nonhomogeneous case), the downstream reach survival probabilities (that is, S 12 = S 13 = S 22 = S 23 ) were all simulated at 0.93, and the downstream detection probabilities (that is, P 11 = P 12 = P 21 = P 22 = P 13 = P 23 ) were simulated over the range 0.10, 0.20, . . ., 0.95, and 0.98. In the last reach, the joint probability of survival and detection was modeled as λ i = S i4 ⋅ P i4 with S i4 = 0.93 and P i4 = P i3 . Simulations for the nonhomogeneous cases were performed where (a) S 12 ≠ S 22 , (b) S 13 ≠ S 23 , (c) λ 1 ≠ λ 2 , and (d) P 11 ≠ P 21 . In these simulations, only detection probabilities reminiscent of acoustic-tag studies (that is, >0.90) were evaluated. Differences in reach survivals were intentionally kept small (that is, ≤0.05) to assess the sensitivity of the paired release-recapture model to small model violations.
Ideally, an appropriate release-recapture model would produce unbiased point and variance estimates. Thus, for each scenario, 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations were performed, providing values for S 0 ; s The eight alternative likelihood models examined for each scenario were: M Full : All 14 parameters uniquely estimated (see Figure 1 ). M 2 = M λ : λ 1 = λ 2 parameters equated across releases; all other parameters unique. M 3 = M λ , P• 3 : The λ 1 = λ 2 and P 13 = P 23 parameters equated; all other parameters unique. M 4 = M λ , P• 3 , S• 3 : The λ 1 = λ 2 , P 13 = P 23 , and S 13 = S 23 parameters equated; all other parameters unique. M 5 = M λ , P• 3 , S• 3 , P• 2 : The λ 1 = λ 2 , P 13 = P 23 , S 13 = S 23 , and P 12 = P 22 parameters equated; all other parameters unique. 
